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Python Automation Cookbook: Explore the world of automation using Python recipes that will enhance your skillsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Step-by-step instructions which take you through each program to automate monotonous tasks with Python 3.7

	
		Key Features

		
			Automate integral business processes such as report generation, email marketing, and lead generation
	
			Build your first web application that scrapes data...
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Solving Enterprise Applications Performance Puzzles: Queuing Models to the RescueJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012


	Poorly performing enterprise applications are the weakest links in a

	corporation ’ s management chains, causing delays and disruptions of

	critical business functions. In trying to strengthen the links, companies

	spend dearly on applications tuning and sizing; unfortunately, the only

	deliverables of many of such ventures...
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Learning jQuery Deferreds: Taming Callback Hell with Deferreds and PromisesO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Orchestrating asynchronous function calls in JavaScript often leads to callback hell, but there is a reliable way to avoid this painful state of affairs. With this concise and simple guide, you’ll learn how to use jQuery deferreds and promises, an elegant approach for managing asynchronous calls in both client and server...
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Git MagicCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	Git is a version control Swiss army knife. A reliable versatile multipurpose revision control tool whose extraordinary flexibility makes it tricky to learn, let alone master. As Arthur C. Clarke observed, any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic. This is a great way to approach Git: newbies can ignore its inner...
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ASP.NET Developer's Cookbook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2003
ASP.NET Developer's Cookbook is the first foray into the Microsoft market within the Sams Developer?s Cookbook series. It's a perfect fit for developers that are up-to-speed with ASP.NET, in general, and want a task reference to utilize while developing their Web applications. Each chapter will consist of a brief introduction to the topic at hand,...
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RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 12c: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 12c is an example-driven approach to the Oracle database administrator's #1 job responsibility: 

	
		Be able to recover the database.



	Of all the things you are responsible for as database administrator, nothing is more important than the data itself. Like it...
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Java EE 7 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2013

	Java EE 7 Recipes takes an example-based approach in showing how to program Enterprise Java applications in many different scenarios. Be it a small-business web application, or an enterprise database application, Java EE 7 Recipes provides effective and proven solutions to accomplish just about any task that you may...
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Apache CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
The Apache web server is a remarkable piece of software. The basic package distributed by the Apache Software Foundation is quite complete and very powerful, and a lot of effort has gone into keeping it from suffering software bloat. One facet of the package makes it especially remarkable: it includes extensibility by design. In...
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PHP 5 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2005
As the Internet continues to evolve, so too does the necessity for a language that addresses
the functionality needs of the Internet’s web viewers. Over time, some programming languages
have come and gone, and others have continued to evolve. Several languages have
moved into the lead in the race for supremacy. Although...
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The U.S. History Cookbook: Delicious Recipes and Exciting Events from the PastJossey-Bass, 2003
Serve up a heaping lesson of history with delicious recipes from our nation’s past–– from the pilgrims’ first feast to today’s high-tech, low-fat fare
Who knew history could be so delicious? In The U.S. History Cookbook, you’ll discover how Americans have lived and dined over the centuries. This scrumptious...
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SharePoint 2007 Development Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Sharepoint)Apress, 2008
Welcome to SharePoint 2007 Development Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach! What you’re about to read is the result of an idea thread that’s been rolling around in my head for several years—the need for a practical guide that empowers and enables developers to leverage the full potential of SharePoint in the enterprise.
...
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Microsoft Office Access 2003 in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2004
Microsoft Access is an extremely powerful product. It is the perfect product for storing and working with database information. Many people store database information in Word documents or Excel spreadsheets. Although Excel has limited database capabilities, it is not a robust database product. Microsoft Access is the perfect product for storing...
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